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UNIT ONE
Change
Who do you like best in the story?

I like ______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________.

1 Stanley

2 the judge

3 great-great grandfather
LESSON 2  Give your opinion

Do you think Stanley liked to dig holes?

I think ____________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________.

1  yes, Stanley liked to dig holes

2  no, Stanley did not like to dig holes
Do you think Camp Green Lake was fun?

I think ________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________.

1  yes, Camp Green Lake was fun

2  no, Camp Green Lake was not fun
LESSON 2  Support your opinion

Support your opinion with a fact from the story.

I think Camp Green Lake  was / was not  fun because

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________.

1  Stanley could swim all day

2  Stanley could meet friends

3  Stanley had to dig holes all day
LESSON 3  

Give your opinion

What do you think about Kate Barlow?

I ________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________ Kate Barlow.

1 liked

2 did not like
LESSON 3  Give your opinion

What do you think about Trout Walker?

He was a __________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________.

1 good man

2 bad man
Support your opinion with a fact from the story.

I think Trout Walker was a **good** / **bad** man because _______

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________.

1. he was rich

2. he killed Sam

3. he got mad at Kate

4. he had a fast boat
LESSON 4  

Give your opinion

Who was lucky?

___________________________________________ was a lucky boy to have a friend like Stanley.

1  The lizard

2  Zero

3  The girl

4  Mr. Sir
LESSON 4  Give your opinion

What do you think about Mr. Sir?

Mr. Sir was a ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________.

1 good man

2 bad man
Support your opinion with a fact from the story.

I think Mr. Sir was a **good / bad** man because _________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________.

1. he dumped Stanley’s canteen of water

2. he was a cowboy

3. he had a hat

4. he did not fill Stanley’s canteen with water
LESSON 5  Give your opinion

How do you feel about Zero stealing the sneakers?

It was __________________________ that Zero stole the sneakers.

1  good

2  bad
LESSON 5  Give your opinion

How do you think Stanley and Zero felt about eating onions?

I think Stanley and Zero felt _______________________________

they had onions to eat.

1 glad

2 sad
LESSON 5  Support your opinion

Support your opinion with a fact from the story.

I think Stanley and Zero felt  **glad / sad**  because __________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________.

1  they got sick

2  onions saved them from the lizards

3  they were very hungry

4  they smelled bad
LESSON 6  Give your opinion

How do you feel about having friends?

Having friends is ___________________________________________.

1 helpful

2 not helpful
How would you like living in the projects?

I ___________________________ like living in the projects.

1 would

2 would not